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WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO ACHIEVE?



1. Circular Economy 





Planning for recycling = 
Manage the problem.

Image source: "overflowing" by zoetnet is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/13286453@N00/7929093836
https://www.flickr.com/photos/13286453@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Planning for a circular economy 
= Solve the problem.  



Recycling — The process of reducing a 
product all the way back to its basic 
materials, reprocessing those materials, 
and using them to make new products, 
components or materials. 

KEY: matter used in a new good

E.g., Ellen MacArthur Foundation –Definitions List; CSA Group SPE-890-15 
-A Guideline for accountable management
of end-of-life materials; 

2. Recycling

Collect Sort
ProcessMake
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Four Parts of a Recycling System

1. Collect: Which materials / how they 
are collected.

2. Sort: Material is separated and 
grouped.

3. Process: Materials are re-processed 
into manufacturing feedstock. 

4. Make: Feedstock used to 
manufacture a new good.

Recycling  = all four are complete. 

Collect Sort
ProcessMake

Target 
materials 

Separate 
into groups

Treat to make  
suitable for use

Use to make 
goods



E.g., ‘Sale to 
market’ is often 
used as 
evidence of 
recycling.

Does this look 
like recycling? 

Image credit Fidra. Available at: https://www.fidra.org.uk/nurdles/ 



THE RECYCLING MODEL VS EPR
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Scope of influence –managing disposed material

Program operator is the decision maker. Fees collected from 
consumers to fund collection, sorting and re-processing. Producers 
have no obligation for system outcomes. 

KEY – PRODUCERS HAVE NO INCENTIVE TO: 

ₓ use recycled content
ₓ communicate with other system players 
ₓ keep materials at a high value
ₓ rethink design (e.g., longevity, recyclability, repair, reuse)

…because both costs and consequences borne by program 
operators / consumers / taxpayers. 

Collect Sort

ProcessMake
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Program 
operator Sorter

ProcessorMarket…

Alberta’s Programs

START 

END



Each decision maker determines what it 
can pull from the stream to create value.

Diversion is the goal.

The question: What portion can I 
economically recycle? 



Scope of influence – cradle to cradle

EPR shifts decision making to producers. Producers have the obligation and 
authority to coordinate and operate recycling systems that keep materials in 
use.  

KEY –PRODUCERS HAVE INCENTIVE TO: 

ü rethink design –recyclability, dematerialize 
ü increase product lifespan –repair, reuse
ü invest in new recycling system processes and technologies
ü use recycled content

… because both costs and consequences borne by producers.

START 

EPR Systems

Collect Sort
ProcessMake

START NO END



Producers responsible for making 
decisions that keep materials circulating. 

Complete recycling, use of recycled 
content, dematerialization are goals. 

The question asked: What do I need 
to change to make it possible and 
economical to recycle my whole 
product or package?



EPR ON THE GROUND



EPR in Action
EPR is not a type of ‘program’. 
EPR is an obligation that enables disruptive systems 
thinking. 
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Design for Recycling



COLLECT

Effective Collection
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(maintain material value)



SORT

Province Program Cost Population
Cost/ 
Capita Access 

BC 
(Recycle BC AR 2019)

$101,236,146 5.071 million $19.96 98%

AB
(ACES Report 2019)

$107,000,000 4.371 million $24.48 68%

Effective Sorting
(investment, efficiency)
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PROCESS

Innovative Processing
(extend life, new technologies)
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So… What’s the role of government?
To set the system’s framework - regulating and enforcing 

outcomes that drive EPR over ‘just recycling’



An EPR framework should:

1. Drive a circular economy
2. Be outcomes-based
3. Have performance standards that are ambitious, 

measurable and enforceable
4. Ensure a level playing field
5. Be implemented alongside complementary 

regulations
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RCA’s EPR Principles



Thank You!
Jodi Tomchyshyn London
RCA President


